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Shrine as a heritage and its integrated social and economic interaction in contemporary society of 

Pakistan. The Case of the shrine of Ali Hajveri Data Ganj Baksh. 

Usman Ali 

 

This paper will focus on the ongoing process of regenerating cultural and religious values in respect to the 

Data Ganj Bakhsh shrine in Lahore in Pakistan. After a terrorist attack a few years ago, the attachment to 

this shrine and its people has increased not only among the Shia and Sunni, but also among other minority 

groups who have condemned these attacks which has increased political and economical values. The 

emotional attachment and harmony among different faiths and communities toward the Data Ganj Bakhsh 

Shrine is one of the main sources to consider when addressing the ideas of pluralistic society, shared 

values, unity and peace.  

 

In addition to the attack on the Data Ganj Bakhsh shrine, many other shrines in Pakistan have also been 

attacked by religious militant groups over the last few years. In response to these attacks, the actions of 

authorities, the local public, and different imam and sajjada nashin have played an important role in 

addressing the critical religious interpretations and mitigate the threat to humanity. In order to redesign the 

social structure of the sufi shrine, authorities need to significantly contribute to the reconsideration and 

reconceptualization of the heritage to redesign the social structure of the sufi shrine. The social and 

economic interaction of those with vested interest in the shrine contribute to developing a socio-cultural 

structure of the society through their deep understanding and contributions. 

 

This paper discusses how to reconnect the misrepresented religious resolutions of the sufi’s teaching and 

de-stabilize the socio-cultural conditions of the region. It explains how this can be realized even with 

inclusive and exclusive cultural orientated religious practices through the understanding of the religion by 

different Islamic groups associated with islam and sufism. This basis of this claim consists of the potential 

ability of stakeholders to build a balanced approach in addressing the contested attributed values and 

reconciliations.  

 

Biography  

Usman Ali is from Pakistan. He took part in many projects of the Department of Archaeology and Museum 

of the Government of Pakistan. He obtained his PhD degree from Italy, and now has a position as an 

associate researcher at Leiden University. He is also a member of the Pakistan ICOMOS, the International 

Association of World Heritage Professionals e.V Cottbus - Germany, and the ICOMOS International 

Committee on Archaeological Heritage Management. 

His current research consists on the heritage-related philosophies and practices in conflict regions of 

Pakistan. He is delighted to be at the LDE Centre of Global Heritage and Development, and Heritage under 

Threat program to pursue a deeper understanding of knowledge production and consumption in the 

discipline of Heritage. 

 

 

 

 



Behind the obvious: Cemeteries in central Bosnia-Herzegovina as shared sites  
 
Marko Barisic, University of Kent 
 

The debates concerning shared religious sites have primarily interrogated the meaning of 
the adjective ‘shared.’ Do people really share religious sites, and if so, what kind of 
sharing? This paper moves in a different direction. I am concerned not only with the validity 
of the concept, but also with the possible use of such concept in places, not necessarily 
associated with plural religious expressions. How do places that do not seem ‘shared’ or 
mixed, can also become associated with the concept.  
 
The case study for such reconsideration is focused on  the cemeteries in and around Jajce, 
central Bosnia-Herzegovina. From the outside, it could be assumed that five different 
cemeteries, divided according to people’s different religious and a-religious traditions are 
exclusive and reserved only to their respective religious community.  
 
Nevertheless, a careful observation of practices around the tombs reveals that individuals 
belonging to different religious traditions  in Jajce participate in funerals of each other,  and 
pray there in their respective ways. Sometimes such practices are even encouraged by the 
clergy itself. This observation opens the concept of ‘shared’ religious sites and questions 
it’s spatial and conceptual limits in the religiously plural places such as Bosnia.  
 
 
 
 
 
Marko Barišić is a PhD candidate in social anthropology at the University of Kent in Canterbury. His PhD 
thesis deals with shared religious spaces in central Bosnian region where he currently conducts his 
fieldwork. Marko is also a socially engaged researcher with several ongoing freelance projects. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 



Hybrid Practices of the Pilgrimage to Muslim Shrines in Post-Communist Dagestan:  

Their Soviet Background and Postcolonial Parallels 

Vladimir BOBROVNIKOV vladimir_bobrovn@mail.ru; Netherlands Institute for Advanced Studies in the 

Humanities and Social Sciences, Amsterdam; National Research University - Higher School of Economics in 

St. Petersburg 

Shrines (ziyarat, pir, shiykhlar) constitute an important element of the Islamic landscape in Post-

Communist Dagestan where most sacred sites of Russia’s Caucasus are concentrated. To date almost no 

research was done on everyday pilgrimage (ziyara) performed to them. Most specialists of the region still 

share a misleading binary view of the cult of saints as pre-modern rural relics opposed to urban Islam. 

Basing on a case study conducted in five districts of Dagestan in 2013-2016, I argue that practices of 

pilgrimage are a hybrid mixture of folk and universal Islamic habits influenced by the invented Soviet 

traditions.  

After the end of Soviet antireligious persecutions the cult of saints is changing. Nowadays most pilgrims 

visit shrines individually or in groups once a year on certain days often falling on the former Soviet 

festivals of March 8 (Women’s Day), May 1 (Labor day) the 9 (Victory over Nazis in the World War II), June 

22 (Beginning of the World War II in the USSR), etc. In historical memory Civil war and World War II are 

confused with the jihad warfare of the nineteenth century against the Russian colonial conquest whose 

heroes like imam Shamil became popular saints (awliya’). In the 1990s a number of Soviet memorials to 

the Civil and World wars were turned into Muslim shrines.  

Popular shrines often form a kind of ritual network with shared, contested and competed saints, 

narratives, and practices. Numerous actors are involved in the pilgrimage to them. Previously it was 

controlled by clerics of the North Caucasus Muslim Spiritual Board who received donations (sadaqa) from 

the registered shrines in 1945-1989. Nowadays not only dissident Salafi leaders but also the official clergy 

refute saints in Islam. Some ziyarat were destructed like the grave of Saʻid-afandi in Chirkey exploded in 

May, 2018, the others are periodically closed. At the same time, venerated shrines have permanent 

keepers who manage performance of pilgrimage and receive donations. In some rural districts they are 

additionally paid by local administration. In the early 1990s there were also fortune-tellers in a number of 

women’s ziyarat, but later some of them were killed by Muslim purists and the others left shrines for 

ever. At district, republican and regional levels different power holders attempt to appropriate the most 

popular shrines. Such attempts are typical for post-colonial (and post-socialist) regimes. 

Dr. Vladimir Bobrovnikov is Caucasus Chair in Moscow Institute for Oriental Studies and Professor at 

National Research University Higher School of Economics in St. Petersburg. In 2017-18 Bobrovnikov holds 

fellowship at Netherlands Institute for Advances Studies in the Humanities and Social Sciences in 

Amsterdam. He conducts regular archival and field researches on Islam and village communities in (post-

)colonial Russia's Caucasus from 1992. Bobrovnikov specializes in the history of rural non-Christian 

populations under the colonial and socialist modernization from the late eighteenth through the twentieth 

centuries. His major field of expertise is Islam in the Caucasus, history of Oriental Studies in Russia and 

Europe. His research interests include new imperial history, social and legal anthropology, Oriental studies 

and Orientalism. Arabic paleography and epigraphy.  

Bobrovnikov is the author of Custom, Law and Violence Among the North Caucasus Muslims (in Russian, 

Moscow: Vostochnaia literatura, 2002); Voyage au pays des Avars (Daghestan, Russie, début du XXIe siècle) 

(Paris: Cartouche, 2011); (ed.), Muslims in the New Imperial History (in Russian, Мoscow: Sadra, 2017); "Les 

lieux saints des clans routouls: pratiques religieuses hybrides chez les musulmans daghestanais", Revue 

d’ tudes comparatives Est-Ouest (2005, 36/4: 157–183); "Abu Muslim in Islamic History and Mythology of 

the Northern Caucasus", in M. Gammer and D.J. Wasserstein (eds.), Daghestan and the World of Islam 

(Helsinki: Finnish Academy of Science and Letters, 2006, pp. 23–44); "Islamic Discourse of Visual 

Propaganda in the Interwar Soviet Orient, 1918–1940", Islamology, 2017, 7/2: 53–73. links to CV and 

personal pages: https://www.hse.ru/en/user/#tab-main; https://nias.knaw.nl/fellow/bobrovnikov-

vladimir/; https://ivran.academia.edu/BobrovnikovVladimir  
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Shared Shrines and the Discourse of Clashing Civilisations 

Glenn Bowman 

 

Since I began in the early 1980s to research Muslim-Christian cohabitation of religious sites, I 

have been convinced of the political importance of making practices of intercommunal  ‘sharing’ 

ethnographically visible. Thirty-five years of that work, spread across the Eastern Mediterranean 

(Israel/Palestine, Yugoslavia and its successor states, and both sides of the Cyprus divide), have 

not only revealed contemporary and historical choreographies of cohabitation but also their 

disintegration and the forces which bring it about.  

 

While I was carrying out this research, an accelerating resurgence of ethnic, religious and 

nationalistic politics was taking place not only throughout the areas I was studying but also in the 

global arena. This ‘identitarian’ politics, its philosophical grounding and its shaping of academic 

and popular thought and practice is the focus of the first half of my presentation; in the second 

part I look theoretically and empirically into examples of sharing and its refusal (Jerusalem, West 

Bank Palestine, Macedonia) so as to show not only how cohabitation with alterity works but as 

well to make visible the processes - from the Ottoman period until the contemporary - which 

sabotage it.  

 

In Jerusalem and West Bank Palestine I will not only consider a ‘divided’ central religious site (the 

Anastasis or Holy Sepulchre) but as well two more local shrines, located in the vicinity of 

Bethlehem, to show the contexts in which ‘sharing’ operates and the historical and political 

developments which have rendered that nearly invisible if not ceased it altogether. In Macedonia, 

a remnant state of Former Yugoslavia (itself a previously shared site), I examine two sites - one an 

operative Orthodox monastery and the other a peripheral shrine, nominally under Orthodox 

control, both of which ‘make room’ for sectarian alterity while, in each case, beginning to manifest 

the fracture lines that places that at risk of dissolution.  

 

 

Bio: Glenn Bowman is Emeritus Professor of Socio-Historical Anthropology in the School of Politics 
and International Relations at the University of Kent, UK. He studied at the Institute of Social 
Anthropology at Oxford University, doing his DPhil fieldwork in Jerusalem’s Old City (1983–5) before 
returning to the UK to teach at University College London and the University of Kent. His research 
(1983-present) has predominantly concerned Israel/Palestine (particularly Jerusalem and 
Bethlehem District) where he has examined topics ranging from pilgrimage and inter-communal 
shrine sharing to nationalist mobilisation and the historic and contemporary practices of structured 
separation. He has carried out cognate research in Yugoslavia (1990-present) and Divided Cyprus 
(2009-present). 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The religious display of a symbolic presence for an absent group in 

southern Mount Lebanon: the case of the displaced Christians  

Dima de Clerck (IFPO, ALBA, USJ) 

 

The Southern part of Mount Lebanon or "Mountain of the Druze", as it is still considered by many Druze, is 

a region of historical Druze-Christian cohabitation, commonly called “the Mountain” (al-Jabal). It was the 

theatre of a conflict that opposed Druze to Christians in 1982-84, and from which the Druze emerged 

victorious. In the 1990’s after the end of the war, the Government sponsored reconciliations which 

inaugurated a hypothetical return of Christians in the Mountain  

In her book published in 2010, Lucia Volk proposes the following hypothesis: "Lebanon's political elites have 

actively used a politics of memory that makes this compromise formula possible: they build memorials to 

honor joint Muslim and Christian martyrdom, thereby creating narratives of Muslim and Christian parity”1. 

It is however necessary to bring some nuances to her remark, because apart from the square of Baq'âtâ 

that Volk describes with subtlety, the Mountain clearly illustrates the displayed will of a sectarian territorial 

mark, with a profane display for the Druze and a religious display for the Christian, as mentioned in the part 

one of the Recreating Pluralism workshops. To the Druze, monuments can only have a profane aspect, in 

connection to the political parties. The esoteric character of the Druze doctrine and the ignorance of its 

religious rituals by its adepts (the juhhal or “uninitiated” in particular) give them the possibility to 

commemorate their war dead mainly through profane practices. Whereas Christians mark their presence 

by building ostensible religious monuments, such as cathedrals and huge statues of Christ such as in the 

village of Bireh, etc. Sacred markers are more difficult to destroy given superstition and the unwillingness 

to desecrate sacred markers.  

A tour in Southern Mount Lebanon shows us the importance of monuments and plaques to commemorate 

deaths, when it comes to Druze ; or to display a symbolic presence of absent Christians (Christians have not 

returned to the Mountain in large numbers). The outcome of the conflict and the expulsion of Christians 

from the Mountain explains the absence of monuments to the Christian dead, apart from the Ma'âsir al-

Shûf village stelae erected inside the church restored in 1995 as a condition, prior to the Druze-Christian 

reconciliation. Christians exhibit their presence in the Mountain through religious markers, thus building 

shrines that become common to both Christians and Druze, that visit these shrines.  

This paper will try to explain how and why Christian returnees have tried to mark their territory through 

resorting to religious symbols, as opposed to the Druze who have marked it through profane sacralized 

monuments. Furthermore it will address how these religious, sometimes ostensible markers, are 

considered by the Druze. 

Dima de Clerck is a historian and a researcher at the Institut français du Proche-Orient (IFPO), a lecturer in 

History at the Saint Joseph University (USJ) and al-Balamand University (Lebanon). She holds a PhD in History 

from the Université Paris 1 Panthéon-Sorbonne where she occasionally gives conferences, an MA from the 

Institut des langues et civilisations orientales (INALCO, Paris) in Middle Eastern Studies, an MBA and a Bachelor 

in Civil Engineering from the American University of Beirut (AUB). She is the coeditor of a book: “1860: History 

and Memory of a Conflict” and the author of several published and forthcoming 

articles. https://paris1.academia.edu/dimadeclerck 
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Shrine Culture: Sectarianisation and its Alternatives 

Dick Douwes 

Shrine culture is at the heart of traditional devotion in the Middle East; shrine buildings, next to mosques, 

churches and synagogues, represent in stone and spirit the various religious traditions in public space; 

shrines were – and some still are – frequently shared in the sense of being held sacred and visited by 

members of various communities. This tradition of shared sacredness is under pressure, at times under 

violent attack. Attempts to claim shrines for a particular community or to build new exclusive shrines 

reflect the increased impact of sectarianisation, of fostering privileged access to devotional and as well as 

social networks, impact upon intercommunal relations. The destruction of shrines and, contrarily, to have 

shrines defended by devotee militia, constitute extreme positions in current shrine politics. But there are 

many shades within the broad range of seeking blessings of a saint, of expressing religiosity, of religious 

identity, and connecting to the ‘sacred’ networks, also within single communities, such as the drive to 

make shrine praxis more ‘orthodox’ by promoting the use of scripture – essentially the Qur’an – and by 

discouraging or even banning traditional rituals that involve the usage of salt, blessing stones, incense, 

candles and the like.  

In this paper the focus is on developments in shrine culture in the context of sectarianization, both in 

promoting and countering  processes of sectarianisation of shrines and saints. The paper includes a 

number of cases in Syria and Lebanon that have a record of shared sacredness (Shrine of Mahmud al-

Qusayr (predominantly Alawi), Tell Nabi Khidr shrine (predominantly Alawi), Mar Elias (predominantly 

Greek Orthodox), Nabi Ayla (predominantly Shiite) and Nabi Habil (predominantly Druze) . It includes on 

the one hand practices of promoting more ‘orthodox’ and ‘common’ practises at the ‘sectarian’ level, 

perhaps allowing for de-sectarianization, and of initiatives to promote shared sacredness, and on the 

other, initiatives that promote the particularity of a given community, stressing its singular identity. 

Within the context of the latter the rise of religious tourism and the notion of heritage shrines, in 

particular within diaspora communities, tend to globalize what were once merely local traditions. The 

focus is on changes in the sacred repertoire in reference to particularistic or broader notions of religious 

belonging. In the current state of this research a number of questions remain open, in particular 

concerning agency – who initiates ‘adjustments’ or defends ‘tradition’, some may be bottom-up processes 

others top-downs. And what about the economics of shrine culture? A fair share of a local community 

may depend on its local shrine’s income, including local catering industry; moreover, wide-spreading 

networks within the realm of religious tourism boosts deriving income from activities that are not 

necessarily ‘sacred’. 

 

Dick Douwes studied Languages and Cultures of the Middle East at Radboud University Nijmegen. He 

lectured on the history of the Middle East at the universities of Nijmegen and Leiden. From 1994 to 1998 

he was coordinator of the Indonesian-Netherlands’ Cooperation in Islamic Studies (INIS) at Leiden 

University. As of 1998 onwards he was academic coordinator - later executive director - of the 

International Institute for the Study of Islam in the Modern World (ISIM) and editor of the ISIM 

Newsletter/Review and ISIM Papers series. Since 2006 he is a full professor of History of Global History, 

with particular reference to the Middle East, at the Erasmus School of History, Culture and 

Communication, Erasmus University Rotterdam. He published on late Ottoman history and on religious 

plurality in the Middle East - in particular Syria where he lived for some time - as well as on Muslims in 

Western Europe. 

 

 

 

 

 



Contribution(s) Ruben Elsinga 

My academic interests in the Shrines project of the Recreating Pluralism program, are twofold. First, they 
connect although not directly, at least significantly with my own PhD Research on two Islamic sufi 
institutes, in Pakistan and Syria, with differing measures of veneration of saints, hence previous leaders, 
and a different role of shrines in them, hence quite different ‘shrine cultures’. This is what my independent 
contribution will focus on. Second, I am interested in writing a broader study, maybe an introductory 
chapter to the edited volume, in collaboration with other participants, on the role of power in the different 
cases of ‘shrine politics’ that will be featured in our volume. Both studies will be introduced here by means 
of a preliminary abstract.  

Charisma and Barakat At and Around Shrines at Islamic Sufi Institutes in Pakistan and Syria 

My article is about the veneration of saints, hence previous leaders of the religious communities and 
institutes in the Sufi Islamic context at the Kuftaro Foundation, Damascus, Syria and the Rehmania Islamic 
Institute, Haripur, Pakistan. Empirically, in these two cases veneration happens in quite different ways. 
For example in the case of the Rehmania Institute in Haripur, people visit the actual shrine, through which 
they receive by mere proximity or touch the barakat or blessing from their departed leader. Hence, the 
divine charisma of the leader is still perceived as active in the dead matter of the shrine, after his death 
through the barakat received from his grave / shrine.  

In the case of the Kuftaro Foundation in Damascus, Syria, of which the Abou Nour mosque is the center, 
the graves of previous leaders, Sheikh Amin Kuftaro and Sheikh Ahmad Kuftaro are rather stale and 
humble and situated in a secondary room, away from the center of religious and civil life. The shrine is not 
often visited as barakat is not primarily thought to be received through the touch or proximity to the 
shrine. At the Kuftaro Foundation they seem to have found a more ‘modern’ virtual way of keeping the 
barakat or blessing of Sheikh Ahmad Kuftaro ‘alive’, namely through ritualistic means, by streaming the 
videos of his sermons on the khutba wall, as part of the Friday prayer ceremony.  

This then opens the question of the connection between charisma and barakat. It seems that the process 
connecting the two is one in which the inner-power of a leaders’ divine charisma and the spiritual process 
happening through his person has a ‘product’ in the form of barakat or blessing. This barakat or blessing  
is perceived to positively influence the life of the recipient. As such it is perceived that the divine charisma 
of the leader, during his life and after he has passed away and continues to be venerated but now at his 
shrine, remains alive in the potency of His product ‘barakat’. Only the ways ‘barakat’ is kept alive differs, 
either by de facto spiritual connection or by virtually inspired transfer.  

Although the veneration around shrines or at religious sites is quite different therefore in these two cases 
and context, both exemplify an element often overlooked: that these shrines are not only static religious 
sites, ‘giving’ barakat to people who visit them, but also graves of charismatic divinely inspired leaders. As 
such the relationship between barakat and charisma, opens up questions about the academic perception 
of both and the connection between them. The conceptual connection between charisma and barakat 
around these sites, suggests a significance, at least imagined or felt by the worshippers, of a continued 
vital spiritual force, that trumps the division of this world with the here-after, hence the death of the 
‘saint’.  

This is theoretically significant because it pulls the life around shrines and the significance thereof out of 
the perspective of veneration of symbolic but essentially ‘dead’ attributes, and into a much more dynamic 
field of the continuous timeless meaning and life that the divine leaders and their shrines, give. In intra- 
and inter-disciplinary terms, this might mean a transfer of the study of life at / around shrines, from the 
humanities to the social sciences, as the humanities deal primarily with the study of the dead matter 
resulting from civil life and the social sciences deal primarily with the dynamics of social and primarily civil 
life in themselves. As such it connects well with the study of ‘Religion as every-day life Experience’.  

In conclusion, I will therefore argue theoretically that we should not see what happens at and around 
shrines in purely secular terms, as dynamic life revolving around the symbolic but dead matter of a shrine, 
but rather in terms of the continuity of meaningful civil interaction around shrines, trumping this-worldly 
life and death through the universal human pursuit of meaning. As such I will attempt to pull the 
significance of what happens at and around these shrines out of the strictly confined conceptual realm of 
‘religion’ and into the more dynamic realm of civil society, non-secularly understood. This then might re-
invigorate the study of social and spiritual life around shrines with an extra dimension.  



Recognizing the power of the bottom-up agency of meaning or barakat in Shrine Politics 

While many of the contributions illustrate clear traditional ways of the use of power in political scientific 

terms – through either the hard power of physical control over shrines or coercion, the soft power of 

increasing influence or use of their economic potential or the symbolic hard power of destroying them – 

the anthropological accounts of shrines clearly highlight another form of power that seems of a 

fundamentally different nature: the kind of power that stems from the intrinsic human and divine 

spiritual creative agency of meaning.  

The fiercely secular nature of Political Science has long rendered what in the Islamic tradition is called 

barakat, when even acknowledged, to the private realm of spiritual fairytales, and as such as either 

positivistly untrue2 or at least irrelevant in terms of (national or global) power dynamics. It is the control 

over a (religious) site or shrine containing barakat and therefore having social significance, that is seen as 

essential, if relevant in particular cases, rather than the power of blessing at it in itself. As such barakat is 

stultified into an undynamic static symbolic marker, that only as such is significant.  

Nonetheless it is barakat and the form of power imbued in it – which is essentially dynamic and creative – 

that fundamentally underpins and signifies the importance of shrines and other religious or spiritual 

places in the social sphere, in the first place. It could be argued that the Politics of Meaning or the Politics 

of Identity, or Shrines Politics or the politics over other religious or spiritual sites, would never be possible 

without the creative power of giving meaning from the bottom-up and would be fundamentally 

misunderstood when the latter is not integrated at the heart of our understanding of its dynamics.  

Moreover once the power of spiritual meaning, or barakat, is seriously recognized at the heart of Shrine 

Politics, it seems that any theory on the power dynamics at play in shrine politics, should be 

fundamentally different than one without it. It occurs that the top down politics based on control – of 

shrines in this case – is fundamentally antithetical to the power working and recognized at these shrines. 

Shrines sanctified primarily by the state for example tend to be neglected unless forced to attend. As such 

there is a strong and powerful counter-political undercurrent active in shrine politics.  

To come to any balanced account of Shrine Politics therefore it would be essential to write this form of 

power into our thinking about it. In this article I will try to come to theoretically bridge the spiritual 

foundation that lies in what I call the creative agency of giving meaning, with the general 

conceptualization of power. First by revisiting some primary theoretical accounts of power used in 

Political Science and connecting this to a further study of agency in it. Second, by drawing the power 

imbued in bottom-up creative agency into the study of politics in and around Shrines.  

Finally, I hope this will proof a successful framework at least to discuss the aspect of power in the cases 

brought into the volume that is envisioned as the result of this collaborative project. In terms of the 

umbrella project of Recreating Pluralism, it might furthermore also form a counterweight to over- 

deterministic perspectives of monist modern tendencies to development. If possible previous periods of 

relative pluralist harmonistic co-existence are now threatened by further pushes of control by hard 

powers, then the possible resurgence of creative agency might proof a hopeful point of light.  

Bio Ruben Elsinga 

Ruben Elsinga is a PhD Candidate at the Erasmus School of History, Culture and Communication (ESHCC), 

Erasmus University Rotterdam (EUR), under the supervision of prof. dr. Dick Douwes and prof. dr. Leif 

Stenberg. His academic interests lie on the breaking point of many social scientific academic disciplines, 

but particularly focus on the historical development of civility in  Islamic context(s).  Ruben Elsinga is 

engaged in different academic projects, such as Program Manager for “Recreating Pluralism; Continuity 

and Change in Post-Ottoman Societies” and therefore of this Shrines workshop and is a Social and Cultural 

Entrepreneur living and working in Tripoli, Lebanon. 
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Creating gigantism and oversized Christian pilgrimages sites: Identity 

Landmarks in Lebanon 

Nour FARRA-HADDAD, Saint Joseph University (USJ), Lebanese University (UL) and American University 

for Science and technology (AUST) nour@neoslb.com 

Nour Farra-Haddad is a senior researcher and she teaches at St-Josef University of Beirut, at the Lebanese 

University and at the American University of Science and Technology (Lebanon). She's a specialist in 

pilgrimages and religious tourism. She founded and managed for five years Lebanon Roots, the travel agency 

of the Lebanese Maronite Order and now she is managing her own travel consultant company NEOS. Her 

credentials include one PHD in Religious Anthropology, one master in Anthropology and two BS degrees in 

archeology and sociology. She holds a diploma of tourist guide from the Ministry of Tourism of Lebanon and 

she is also a founding member of the Association for the development of pilgrimages and religious tourism 

(APL). 
Keywords Lebanon; Saints; Pilgrimage; Religious Tourism, identities.  

 

Abstract:  

Lebanon is a land of coexistence and interreligious dialogue, with its eighteen religious communities. 

Christianity first spread in the Middle East and throughout history Oriental Christians will play a major role 

in the area on different levels. From the Muslim conquest Lebanon’s history of Islamic-Christian relations 

has been marked by many tensions, clashes and war episodes but never over heading the dialogue and 

‘living together’. Constantly evolving sacred geographies testify to the importance of religious markers in 

the Lebanese landscape.  

For centuries, the ‘cult of saints’ and the ‘pilgrim phenomenon’ has attracted devotions across Muslim and 

Christian communities. Late twentieth century and early twenty first century we observed in Lebanon the 

development and the creation of gigantic Christian projects of huge saint’s statues, crosses and pilgrimage 

sites. This trend is related to the phenomenon of the development of Religious Tourism, but it seems also 

related to the feeling of some Lebanese Christian to be threaten by a growing Muslim population and a 

growing Fanaticism. It is related to the local Lebanese identity construction problems. 

This paper will address the phenomena of developing Christian gigantic pilgrimages projects, its touristic, 

political and social dimensions. In this perspective, we want to examine the complexity of the coexistence 

in Lebanon and national identities issues in a context of developing religious tourism. 

We will therefore give special attention to three projects across Lebanon:  

A unique religious project in the world is under development in Deir El Ahmar area, Bekaa valley: a huge 

concrete rosary, that mark the landscape drastically. The rosary made up of 59 illuminated beads, 600 

meters long, leads to the cross of the Resurrection church and to a large amphitheater for prayer and 

outdoor celebrations. 

The project of the ‘City of peace’ in Jdabra, rural Batroun, was launched in 2015 with its biggest cross 

inhabitable in the world being built to reach 52 meters high and it is still under construction.  

Lebanon’s largest statue of St Charbel (24 meter long which 40 tons weigh) was installed in Faraya on top 

of the Mount of the Cross (Jabal El Salib) on the 20 of August 2017. 

Close to the south boarder of Lebanon, in Ain Ebel Christian village a huge shrine in under construction 

dedicated to the Virgin Mary under the name of “Saydet Emm El Nour”, Our Lady Mother of the Light. 

These cases illustrate that the negotiations of spatial and social identities are on-going projects in the post 

Lebanese War. They are also contributing significantly to the development of Religious Tourism in Lebanon. 
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Sharia as/against tradition: Muslim holy sites and the politics 

of pluralism and anti-pluralism in Bosnia-Herzegovina  

David Henig 

  

Shrines and holy sites continue to play a significant role in the lives of communities across the post-

Ottoman world. These sites also offer a window into the historical, political, and religious transformations 

and continuities that have taken place around them.  

As Bruce Grant (2011) remarked, shrines have engendered a variety of competing allegiances, belongings, 

and connections. Grant further suggested that the focus on the social lives of shrines can amplify 

alternative approaches to sovereignty and community. In this paper I want to follow and extend this 

argument and explore the intra-communal politics of pluralism and anti-pluralism that surrounds Muslim 

holy sites in the Balkans, and in particular in Bosnia-Herzegovina.  

 Historically, in Bosnia-Herzegovina Muslim holy sites and the surrounding spaces have evinced lively 

social and religious pluralism. However, these spaces have not been void of interventions, regulations, 

and attacks that have transformed these textures of pluralism (whereby I refer simply to the coexistence 

of multiple practices, imaginings, and actors).  

In this paper I outline the trajectories of transformations and continuities of Muslim holy sites in rural 

Bosnia-Herzegovina over the socialist, and postsocialist-cum-postwar period (1945 – present). Specifically, 

I am concerned with the forms and processes of ‘shariatisation’ in the ongoing attempts to regulate, 

control, or even wipe out the sites on the part of various national or international actors.  

This is a process that I characterise as ‘anti-pluralism’ for its forceful attempts to contain, erase, and 

silence the tradition of actually existing textures of pluralism around the holy sites. Drawing on archival 

and ethnographic research, I focus on how various Islamic legal discourses channelled through fatwas and 

sermons but also through the bureaucratic powers to approve and/or organise the use of particular 

spaces as ‘holy sites’, became entwined first with the secular socialist modernisation ethos, and the 

continuities of these discourses in the post-war period, now entwined with the nationalising ethos.  

I suggest that even though the political context has changed dramatically, the logic of the discourse has 

not. Although there is a tendency in the scholarship to treat the socialist / post-socialist transformations 

as a process of liberation of religious practices and conduct, the case study presented here offers a 

window into the continuities of contestation and tensions over religious authority and sovereignty. 

 

David Henig is Associate Professor at the Department of Cultural Anthropology, Utrecht University. 

David’s research over the past decade in post-war Bosnia-Herzegovina, has been broadly focused 

on conflict and coexistence; violence and memory; and Muslim politics. David is currently completing 

his monograph Vital Exchange: Remaking Muslim Lives in Postwar Bosnia-Herzegovina, which explores 

the question of how histories of violence and critical events are embedded in the lifeworlds of individuals and 

communities in their day-to-day striving to remake ‘the everyday’, and in particular how post-conflict 

materialities are understood and infused with Islam. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 



St. Pierre Church in Antakya as Interreligious Interface in Present-day Hatay, Turkey 

 

Jens Kreinath (Wichita State University) 

 
Shared sacred sites and shrines in the Post-Ottoman world of the Mediterranean invites to consider 

local pilgrimage sites as interreligious interfaces and places of contention and assemblage. Hatay as 

the southernmost region of present-day Turkey provides unique example for inquiring how places of 

shared religious heritage are negotiated and contested from various stakeholders who use their agency 

to shape the interpretation of the shrine’s history and its present-day significance.  

 

Dwelling on the imaginary of the Ottoman Empire with its history of religious tolerance and peaceful 

interreligious relations, Hatay is nowadays presented to tourists and pilgrims as a mosaic and place of 

peaceful coexistence. Elaborating the various attempts of the local government in Hatay to use 

available resources to advertise Antakya for religious tourism and faith pilgrimage, this paper aims to 

address how various religious heritage sites are instituted as icons of peaceful interreligious 

coexistence.  

 

One of these examples is St. Pierre Kilisesi, the oldest church of Christianity. This paper focuses on 

the role of this emblem of Christian identity in the religious landscape of local interfaith tourism. The 

site of the church, which is nowadays a museum and a UNESCO World Heritage Site, is prohibited to 

use for religious purposes except for the celebrations of the St. Peter and Paul Festival. By presenting 

an ethnographically and historically informed account of these celebrations, this paper argues that the 

study of interreligious relations must start with the consideration how the places of intercommunal 

worship and the devotees’ access to them serve as interfaces at which the varied traditions of religious 

heritage are negotiated, and their varied interpretations contested.  

 

In demonstrating how the St. Peter and Paul Festival follows a protocol of intercommunal worship 

with the main representatives of the different religious communities of Hatay being present and thus 

becomes icon of peaceful coexistence, this paper argues that the ministry of culture and tourism uses 

the local religious heritage for its purposes for advertising Hatay for faith tourism.  
 

Jens Kreinath received his Ph.D. from the University of Heidelberg and teaches socio-cultural 

anthropology at Wichita State University with a focus on the anthropology of religion and linguistic 

anthropology. He is co-editor of Dynamics of Changing Rituals (2004) and Theorizing Rituals (2006–

2007), and editor of Anthropology of Islam Reader (2012). Aside from articles in the Journal of Ritual 

Studies (2012) and Visual Anthropology (2012) on the semiotics of ritual, the history of anthropological 

theory, and the concept formation in the study of religion, his current research is on shared pilgrimage sites 

in Hatay and inter-religious culture of Southern Turkey.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Saints and their traditional roles in Southern Jordanian Bedouin communities. 
 

Paivi Miettunen, Finnish Institute in the Middle East, Beirut, Lebanon 
 

The idea of sainthood, along with the ritual visits to the tombs of saints and other holy sites has been a 

topic of discussion within the Islamic discourse throughout the history. Condoned by some scholar, but 

also promoted by others, it would be too simple to classify the differences between opinions as a conflict 

between scholarly and popular. The reality is much more diverse. 

 

In Southern Jordan, there are very few holy sites of wider popularity and recognition, the main site being 

the tomb of Prophet Harun – Biblical Aaron – near the ancient city of Petra. Majority of the sites are only 

known in a limited social sphere: a tribe, a clan, or even a single family. Most of the saints (awliya) are 

tribal ancestors, while some locations seem to be connected to spirits or jinns. In the former case, the 

direct relationship has created a special bond between the living and the dead. 

 

Many studies look at the holy sites as locations of social – sacred or profane – activities, with the focus on 

the community, place and action. In this paper I will turn my gaze on the saints themselves, analyzing 

their imagined presence and agency in the community and focusing especially on the roles connected to 

containment of chaos and conflict within the community.  This includes the saint as active protector and 

punisher and the transference of saint’s power to protect and punish. 

 

The recent developments in the theological debate – among them the expansion of the Salafi thought – 

have increasingly turned the local opinions against the old traditions. Although there is some acceptance 

towards visiting graves - if it is done to remind oneself of one’s mortality – and acknowledgement of pious 

people as role models, the idea of saints as active agents has become unacceptable. At the end of my 

paper I will briefly discuss this controversy and its effects on the tradition in the past decades. 

 

 

 

Päivi Miettunen holds a PhD in Middle Eastern studies from the University of Helsinki. Currently she lives 

in Beirut and works as researcher and coordinator in the Finnish Institute in the Middle East. Her research 

focuses on information practices and identity building in tribal communities in Eastern Lebanon and 

Northern Jordan.  In 2016 she worked as a visiting researcher in the Center for Middle Eastern Studies in 

Lund University.  

 

Her doctoral dissertation was a case study of holy sites in Southern Jordan.  Miettunen spent several 

months among the Bedouin in the region, collecting data about the various sites, and observing their 

social and religious importance to the local communities. This project was a direct continuation from her 

MA thesis, in which she focused on the site of Aaron’s mountain near Petra. Between 2000-2007 

Miettunen was a member of the Finnish Jabal Haroun Project. In addition to working as an excavator, she 

studied both historical writings and local ethnographies about the mountain.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Narratives and Performances:  

Experiential Dimensions of the Pilgrimage of Zyarat al-Arba‘iyyn in Iraq 

 

Paulo G. Pinto 

Professor of Anthropology 

Director of the Center for Middle East Studies 

Universidade Federal Fluminense, Brazil 

 

 

This paper focuses on the continuous process of construction of Najaf and Karbala as Shi‘i 

holy cities thorough the religious practices that are performed in its holy places, which include the 

Imam ‘Ali and Imam Husayn shrines as well as smaller shrines and tombs, by the millions of 

pilgrims that visit it every year. The visitation (ziyara) of shrines, tombs and holy places allows 

pilgrims from various parts of the world to experience a close and direct contact with the places and 

figures of sacred histories that are constructed as Islamic/Universal; Shi‘i; or specifically Iraqi. The 

multilayered religious experiences produced through the pilgrimage rituals allow the various 

religious imaginations of the pilgrims to become grounded in Najaf’s shrines and holy places, 

creating a cityscape invested with multiple religious meanings. The ethnographic data analyzed in 

this article were collected during fieldwork research of the ziyarat al-arba‘iyyn in Najaf in 

December 2012 and January 2013. 

 

Paulo G. Pinto is Ph.D. in Anthropology from Boston University. He is professor of Anthropology at the 

Universidade Federal Fluminense, Brazil, where he is also director of the Center for Middle East Studies. He 

did ethnographic fieldwork in Syria in various periods from 1999 to 2010. In 2012-2013 he did ethnographic 

fieldwork of the ziyāra al-arba‘iyyn in Najaf and Karbala, Iraq. He also has done fieldwork with the Muslim 

communities in Brazil (2003-2017), Paraguay (2005, 2006, 2011, 2015), and Argentina (2018). He is author 

of articles and books on Sufism and other forms of Islam in contemporary Syria, as well as on Arab ethnicity 

and Muslim communities in Brazil. His recent publications include Ethnographies of Islam: Ritual 

Performances and Everyday Practices. Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2013, which he co-edited 

with Baudoin Dupret, Thomas Pierret and Kathryn Spelman-Poots; and Crescent Over Another Horizon: 

Islam in Latin America, the Caribbean and Latino USA. Austin: University of Texas Press, 2015, which he 

co-edited with John Karam and Maria del Mar Logroño Narbona.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The Holiness Tradition: Tekiyah/Tekke and the Sacred Landscape of 

Romani Neighborhood 

Ksenia Trofimova 

 

The paper discusses the process of cultural and religious continuity focusing on ziyarat - the pilgrimage 

practice, which involves the worship of saints and sacred sites and contributes to the multifaceted 

vernacular religiosity of various Muslim communities at the translocal level.  

Drawing on field research conducted in the past several years (2011-2018) among Muslim 

communities in the Balkans, this paper aims to outline scenarios and trajectories of elaboration of locally 

intertwined pilgrimage traditions performed at sacred sites generally referred to by the visitors as tekiyah 

(s):  

• at private family and communal shrines dedicated to anonymous saints (babalara) or to the local 

folklore personages; 

• at the mausoleums of spiritual Sufi authorities venerated as saints (evliya/awliya), which make up 

the part of Sufi lodges (tekke (s)). 

Localization of the omnipresent practice of ziyarat represents here a bottom up process enclosed within 

spatial and socio-cultural boundaries of the Romani urban districts located in a border area of Serbia, 

Macedonia and Kosovo. It follows the dissemination of Sufi practices among Romani Muslim communities 

in the second half of the 20th century and the emergence of Sufi groups and gathering places of various 

brotherhoods. 

Despite the invisibility which becomes apparent and is managed at different levels of inter- or intra-

communal relationships, both the popular shrines and the Sufi tekkes shape simultaneously a micro-local 

and a wider regional sacred landscape. 

Such local shrines function as spaces for producing religious experience, religious knowledge 

transmission and reproduction of social and cultural experience (for instance, a regionally wide-spread 

intercommunal worship of “shared” holy places – Catholic, Orthodox monasteries and churches). In this 

context tekiyas and tekkes appear in narratives describing (re) Islamization of Romani communities and 

therefore are treated differently by divergent actors: caretakers of the shrines, ritual specialists, spiritual 

leaders and authorities, “common believers”. The contestation over authenticity and legality of these local 

pilgrimage traditions creates a space of multiple normativities while patterns of inter-communal and intra-

confessional relations and interactions between the actors outline different trajectories of the development 

of the practice in culturally and socially heterogeneous milieu.  

 

 

Ksenia Trofimova is a research fellow at the RAS Institute of Philosophy. She received her PhD in 

Religious Studies from the Moscow State University. Her current research project focuses on religious 

traditions among Romani Muslim communities in the Balkans and involves on-going study of local Sufi 

traditions and “shared” pilgrimage sites in Serbia, Macedonia, Bosnia and Herzegovina.  Her main research 

interests include socio-religious continuity, questions of religious identity and cultural memory in the light 

of religious practice and the development of religious communities. She was engaged in research projects 

devoted to memorialization processes in post-conflict areas (North Ossetia-Alania and Ingushetia 

republics).  
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Connection and Contestation: Ethnonationalisation of Religion and Pluralism of Practices in 

Western Macedonia 

Following the disintegration of the Ottoman Empire, communist regimes and subsequently 

emerging nation-states, religious communities in the Balkans have been subjected to secularization 

and ethnonationalization (Merdjanova, 2013). Today, Muslim communities in the Balkans are 

politically represented as ethnic or national minorities (e.g. the Turks in Macedonia), and boundaries 

between different ethnic groups, however blurred and porous, are re-constructed through political 

involvements and everyday practices. Although religious associations aim to unify all Muslims 

regardless of their ethnonational belonging, ethonationalization and vernacularization of religious 

practices and spaces prevail. This tendency is materialized in new mosques that emerge in villages 

and neighborhoods to gather local communities to perform their prayers. 

At the same time, historical mosques, old monasteries, churches and other sacred spaces are visited 

by Muslims from different villages and regions, and of different ethnic belonging. It is believed that 

by visiting such spaces one may receive healing or blessing. Frequently interpreted as a consequence 

of conversion and as a sign of religious syncretism, such practices might be a consequence of long 

history of coexistence in pluralistic societies.  

In this paper I explore the ways in which Muslims in Western Macedonia engage with different 

sacred spaces: mosques, churches and monasteries, and natural shrines. Which of the sacred spaces 

visited by Muslims become “contact-interfaces” for intercommunal interaction and exchange, and 

which of them gather exclusively local communities and consequently strengthen group boundaries? 

What is the relationship between local and transnational politics, economies, and peoples` 

involvements with these spaces? Is there a space for pluralism in neo-Ottoman practice and thought? 

 
Anna Zadrożna is a PhD Candidate in Anthropology at the University of Oslo. Her current research is focused on 

transnational Muslim communities in times of crisis and rupture. Her research interests include political anthropology, 

memory and 'identity' studies, transnational migration, food and landscape, Islam in Europe, Turkey and Macedonia, and 

her writings have been published in book chapters and articles in Nationalities Papers and Anthropological Journal of 

European Cultures. She was an affiliate visiting researcher at the University College London and the University of Ss. Cyril 

and Methodius in Skopje, and held a Tübitak-Bideb fellowship at Yeditepe University in Istanbul. A graduate of University 

of Warsaw and Warsaw University of Life Sciences, she also worked as a researcher for the Polish Ministry of Science and 

Education projects.  

 


